Hybrid NEMS–CMOS integrated circuits: a novel strategy for energy-efficient designs
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Abstract: Substantial increase in gate and sub-threshold leakage of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) devices is making it extremely challenging to achieve energy-efficient designs while continuing their scaling at the same pace as in the past few decades. Designers constantly sacrifice higher levels of performance to limit the ever-increasing leakage power consumption. One possible solution to tackle the leakage issue, which is proposed in this work, is to integrate nano-electro-mechanical switches (NEMS) with CMOS technology. Hybrid NEMS–CMOS technology takes advantage of both near-zero-leakage characteristics of NEMS devices along with high ON current of CMOS transistors. The feasibility of integration of NEMS switches into a CMOS process is illustrated by a practical process flow. Moreover, co-design of hybrid NEMS–CMOS as low-power dynamic OR gates, static random access memory (SRAM) cells and sleep transistors is explored. Simulation results indicate that such hybrid dynamic OR gates can achieve 60–80% lower switching power and almost zero-leakage power consumption with minor delay penalty. However, the hybrid OR gate outperforms its CMOS counterpart both in terms of delay and switching power consumption with increase in fan-in beyond 12. Additionally, it is shown that a hybrid NEMS–CMOS SRAM cell can achieve almost 8\times lower standby leakage power consumption with only minor noise margin and latency cost. Finally, application of NEMS devices as sleep transistors results in up to three orders of magnitude lower OFF current with negligible performance degradation as compared to CMOS sleep switches.

1 Introduction

During the past two decades, CMOS integrated circuits (ICs) have witnessed unprecedented improvements in their functionality and performance. This was primarily achieved by aggressive technology scaling, which resulted in device density and performance doubling roughly every 18 months as per Moore’s law [1] while achieving a remarkable 25% per year improvement in cost per chip function. As CMOS scaled from generation to generation, power dissipation increased proportionately to increasing transistor density and switching speeds.

However, with the minimum feature size of the transistor entering the sub-100 nanometre regime, power dissipation is increasing ominously especially because of a substantial increase in the (sub-threshold) leakage power. Sub-threshold leakage power used to be insignificant for earlier generations of ICs but it is becoming an increasing fraction of the total power [2, 3]. The increase in sub-threshold leakage power arises due to the fact that power supply (Vdd) scaling necessitates threshold voltage (Vth) scaling. This trend, which is forecasted by the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [4], is shown in Fig. 1. Gate leakage also increases significantly as a result of scaling down the oxide thickness. The relative importance of gate and sub-threshold leakage power compared to total power consumption is illustrated in Fig. 2 [5]. Moreover, most leakage mechanisms are strongly temperature dependent. This strong coupling between temperature and leakage can cause further increase in total power dissipation [6].

1.1 Theoretical limit of sub-threshold performance of CMOS devices

The characteristics of an ideal switch can be described as one having abrupt transition between ON and OFF states with high ON current and zero OFF current. However, all
solid-state switches have non-zero sub-threshold current and show gradual switching behaviour (Fig. 3). Inverse of the slope of log($I_d$)–$V_{gs}$ characteristics of solid-state devices, which is called sub-threshold swing, is used as a metric to identify abruptness of switching. Sub-threshold swing ($S$) of a device essentially indicates the amount of gate voltage reduction necessary to reduce the sub-threshold current by one decade ($S = \frac{dV_{gs}}{d\log I_d}$) [7] as shown in Fig. 3. 

Sub-threshold swing can be analytically calculated for each type of devices. In the case of CMOS devices, sub-threshold leakage current is dominated by diffusion mechanism. It has been shown that in the sub-threshold region, $I_d-V_{gs}$ characteristics of an MOS device can be modelled by (1) [7]

$$I_{ds} = \mu_{eff} C_{ox} \frac{W}{L} (m-1) \left( \frac{kT}{q} \right)^{2} e^{(V_{gs}-V_t)/m kT} \left( 1 - e^{-qV_{th}/kT} \right)$$

Therefore sub-threshold swing can be derived as follows

$$S = \left( \frac{d\log_{10} I_{ds}}{dV_{gs}} \right)^{-1} = \left( \frac{\partial V_{gs}}{\partial \psi_s} \right) \left( \frac{\partial \psi_s}{\Delta \log_{10} I_{ds}} \right)$$

$$= \ln(10) \frac{kT}{q} \left( 1 + \frac{C_{dm}}{C_{ox}} \right)$$

(2)

where $\psi_s$ is the surface potential and $C_{dm}$ is the bulk depletion capacitance. Assuming that $C_{dm}$ is zero, one can calculate the theoretical limit for sub-threshold swing of MOS devices from (2) as $S = 2.3 \times 26 \text{ mV/decade} \approx 60 \text{ mV/decade}$.

Since in reality, $C_{dm}$ is not zero, sub-threshold swing values are typically around 90 mV/decade for bulk CMOS devices as shown in Fig. 4, where minimum reported sub-threshold swings for various devices are summarised [8–13]. In this figure, $S$ values for non-classical CMOS-based transistors, such as fully depleted SOI (FDSOI) and FinFET devices are also shown. Although conduction in FDSOI and FinFET devices are also based on drift/diffusion mechanisms, their sub-threshold swing is closer to the theoretical limit of 60 mV/decade. The reason is that these types of devices have very low bulk depletion capacitance ($C_{dm} \approx 0$) because of their un-doped body and hence, according to (2), value of $S$ can be closer to 60 mV/decade.
1.2 Conduction mechanisms of CMOS and low sub-threshold swing devices

Different device alternatives have been proposed in the literature to achieve sub-threshold swing values lower than 60 mV/decade. As shown in Fig. 4, tunnelling-type carbon nano-tube transistors (T-CNFET), nano-wire-based transistors (NWFET) and impact-ionisation-based MOS (IMOS) show sub-threshold slopes of 40, 35 and 8.9 mV/decade, respectively. However, it has been shown that tunnelling-based devices have relatively lower ON current [9] and impact-ionisation-based devices require very high $V_{dd}$, which make them less attractive alternatives. Recently, negative gate capacitance ($C_{ox}$ in (2)) has been proposed to lower the value of $S$ below 60 mV/decade [14], but this approach is still under investigation.

On the other hand, it has been experimentally shown that an electromechanical FET exhibits astonishingly low sub-threshold slope of 2 mV/decade [13]. The details of their operation will be discussed in Section 2. In Fig. 5, band diagram of conventional CMOS is illustrated along with those of tunnelling, ionisation and NEMS-based devices in both ON (saturation) and OFF states. In this figure, only n-type devices are illustrated and hence, carriers are always considered to be electrons.

Current conduction in CMOS devices is based on drift and diffusion; however, to move from source to drain, an electron should obtain enough kinetic energy to go over the source–channel energy barrier ($\Delta E_{ON}$ or $\Delta E_{OFF}$) as shown in Fig. 5a. In the OFF state, because of small gate bias, energy barrier is higher ($\Delta E_{OFF}$) so that fewer carriers can obtain enough energy to go over it and the transport is dominated by diffusion. In the ON state, the barrier can be lowered to $\Delta E_{ON}$ by applying positive voltage to the gate and hence, conduction of current increases. In this case, the transport is dominated by drift.

In tunnelling-based transistors, conduction happens because of a phenomenon called band-to-band tunnelling where carriers actually can tunnel through the energy barrier instead of going over it. This phenomenon occurs only when distance between two energy bands ($d_{ON}$ in Fig. 5b) is very small. Amount of current is an exponential function of inverse of the horizontal distance between two bands in the figure ($d_{ON}$).

In the OFF state, by removing the gate bias, two bands become far apart ($d_{OFF}$) and therefore current can be significantly reduced. Since tunnelling current is a strong function of band-to-band distance, tunnelling-based devices can achieve nearly abrupt switching between ON/OFF states and low sub-threshold swing.

Impact-ionisation-based devices employ a phenomenon called avalanche breakdown. These devices are designed in a way that electrons can obtain elevated energy because of the high electric field. When these high-energy electrons collide with lattice atoms, they can ionise them and thereby, generate more electron–hole pairs, which further contribute to current in a chain reaction fashion. This phenomenon is depicted in Fig. 5c where an electron travels from a very high-energy state to a lower one and generates an extra electron–hole pair. Impact-ionisation-based devices can also deliver very low sub-threshold swing because of sharp switching between ON and OFF states caused by inherent positive feedback in the avalanche breakdown phenomenon [15].

Another attractive approach to achieve ultra-low sub-threshold swing values is to employ a nano-electro-mechanical switch (NEMS) that exhibits nearly zero conduction in the OFF state because of ‘physical’ separation between the components in the switch. In particular, a nano-electro-mechanical field effect transistor (NEMFET) device combines an electro-mechanically controlled part (gate) and a solid-state part (source–substrate–drain) such
that in the OFF state, as shown in Fig. 5d, gate is not able to lower the energy barrier because of the existence of an air gap between the gate electrode and the gate dielectric material. In this case, two terminals are separated by an insulator and hence, OFF-state leakage is only limited to Brownian motion displacement current and vacuum tunnelling currents [16, 17]. However, application of a large enough positive voltage initiates a self-enforcing mechanism that very quickly pulls the suspended gate all the way down, touching the dielectric layer beneath it, thereby creating a conduction channel between source and drain. As a result, in the ON state, gate is able to lower the energy barrier and facilitate the conduction of current. This abrupt switching between ON/OFF states results in very small sub-threshold swing (Fig. 5d).

1.3 Gate leakage

Gate leakage is also becoming a critical issue in sub-65 nm regime. According to an ITRS prediction, gate leakage will even surpass sub-threshold leakage in 32 nm technology node (see Fig. 2). Metal gate over high-$k$ dielectric materials (MG/HK) has been proposed to counter gate leakage problem. However, there are challenges associated with gate work function engineering and the choice of metal gate materials for high-$k$ dielectrics [18, 19]. NEMFET devices offer lower gate leakage compared to the CMOS transistors in the OFF state because of the existence of an air gap between gate and dielectric material; however, in the ON state gate leakage remains unaffected [13]. It is important to note that even in the ON state, although the air gap vanishes completely, gate leakage is still lower than that of a CMOS device with similar dielectric thickness. The reason is that the actual voltage drop across the dielectric layer of a NEMFET is less compared to the voltage difference that appears across the dielectric layer in the CMOS device. This issue will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.2.

1.4 Scope of this work

Although NEMS devices have extremely low OFF current and sub-threshold swing, a NEMS device does not offer as high ON current as CMOS transistors do. Therefore we have recently proposed the idea of hybrid NEMS–CMOS technology to combine near-zero-leakage characteristics of NEMS with high ON current of CMOS transistors to simultaneously achieve ultra-low-power and high-performance operation [20].

The hybrid NEMS–CMOS technology can potentially revolutionise the IC industry by shifting the IC power trends to a new (and much lower) plane (much like what CMOS did to the bipolar junction transistor (BJT) power trend). Although NEMS based on nanometre-scale semiconductor structures (including silicon, silicon-on-insulator, GaAs/AlGaAs systems, SiC on Si, aluminium nitride on Si as well as carbon nanotubes (CNTs)) have been reported [21–24], there is no report in the literature regarding co-design and integration of such NEMS structures with CMOS circuits and technology.

We believe that integrating NEMS devices into the nanoscale CMOS process can have significant implications for the IC industry. Certainly, there will be some challenges in integration of NEMS devices with CMOS; however, integration of mechanical devices with CMOS circuits has already been accomplished at the micron-scale [25, 26]. For example, a chip consisting of numerous arrays of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)-based micro-mirrors, known as a digital micro-mirror device (DMD), located on top of a CMOS-based SRAM chip has been commercially fabricated [25]. Each mirror can be rotated by loading the required state into an SRAM cell located beneath it. Furthermore, integration of a MEMS resonator with bulk N-well CMOS process has also been demonstrated [26].

To explore potential applications of hybrid NEMS–CMOS circuits, we have focused on three most critical applications, namely dynamic OR gate, SRAM cell and sleep transistor design, which are known to be most affected by increasing leakage [2]. HSPICE simulations are carried out to compare NEMS–CMOS circuits against their pure-CMOS counterparts. Device models for the NEMFET (based on a suspended-gate FET or simply SG-FET) structures were generated using equivalent circuit models that were calibrated against device simulation results for SG-FETs with effective channel length of 45 nm [27]. BSIM models [28] were employed for CMOS transistors. Simulation results suggest that a hybrid dynamic OR gate can achieve 60–80% lower switching power and near-zero-leakage power consumption with minor delay penalty and a hybrid SRAM cell can achieve 7.7× lower standby leakage power consumption with only 14 and 23% penalty on noise margin and latency, respectively. Also, in the sleep transistor application, NEMS devices exhibit up to three orders of magnitude lower leakage current with minor performance degradation compared to the CMOS sleep transistors.

In summary, we highlight in this paper

1. The concept of hybrid NEMS–CMOS circuits for lowering leakage and achieving energy-efficient designs in nano-scaled CMOS technologies and a simplified process flow for their fabrication.

2. The design and analysis of low-power and high-performance dynamic OR gates, SRAM cells and sleep transistors using hybrid NEMS–CMOS technology.

This paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 a brief introduction is provided on NEMS including its basic introduction and modelling. Section 3 describes an integrated fabrication process for NEMS and CMOS devices. Section 4 includes proposed dynamic OR gate architecture and
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corresponding simulation results. In Section 5, a novel NEMS–CMOS-based SRAM cell architecture is proposed and compared against existing works in the literature. Section 6 discusses the application of NEMS devices as sleep transistors and finally concluding remarks are made in Section 7.

2 Nano-electro-mechanical switches

MEMS have been fabricated for decades and used for different aerospace, electrical and bioengineering applications. In recent years, more advanced fabrication techniques have been employed to further miniaturise MEMS into the nano-scale regime. These types of structures have been alternatively called nano-electro-mechanical switches (NEMS). NEMS can be employed as switching devices in ICs where flow of current between source and drain terminals can be controlled using interaction of electrical and mechanical means. These devices are usually composed of a moveable beam that can deform in response to an applied electrical bias; thereby aiding or blocking the flow of electrical current.

In Section 2.1, we first demonstrate the possibility of having mechanical switches operating in multi-GHz range and then discuss operation of a suspended-gate based NEMS device (SG-FET) in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we discuss the low-leakage characteristics of NEMS devices and then in Section 2.4, we briefly discuss an alternative approach to fabricate NEMFETs, using CNT-based NEMS devices. Since suspended-gate devices are easier to integrate in standard CMOS process (as will be shown later), in this work, we focus on the analysis of SG-FET-based circuit architectures. Therefore in Section 2.5, we discuss HSPICE modelling of suspended-gate devices.

2.1 High-frequency operation of NEMS devices

Interestingly, scaling down of mechanical systems into the nanometre regime has very important implications for ICs: mechanical switching speed of NEMS can match that of CMOS transistors. The reason is that intrinsic delay of a mechanical switch is limited by the mass of the moving segment of NEMS device (that scales as cube of the dimensions) whereas switching speed of a CMOS device is restricted by the amount of time that is required for charge to be relocated inside the device to form the conduction channel (that scales as square of the dimensions).

For instance, Fig. 6 shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture of an array of silicon wire resonators. These wires can resonate at very high frequencies and the resonant frequency of each wire is a function of its length. The ~2-μm long wire, for example, has a resonant frequency of ~400 MHz [29]. Since resonant frequency increases rapidly by reducing the length of the wire, GHz operation can be easily guaranteed once nano-scaled wires are fabricated.

It should be noted that the mechanical delay of the beam is equal to the inverse of resonant frequency of the beam, which in turn is equal to \( \sqrt{K/m} \), where \( K \) is the spring constant of the gate (inverse of its stiffness) and \( m \) is the mass of the suspended gate. The spring constant \( (K) \) itself can be expressed as \( K = (16Ewb^3/l^4) \), where \( E \) is the Young’s modulus; \( l, b \) and \( w \) are the length, thickness and width of the beam, respectively. Also, the mass of the beam can be expressed as \( m = lwbh \), where \( \rho \) is the mass density of the beam [29]. Substituting these values in the resonant frequency formula \( (\sqrt{K/m}) \), one arrives at

\[
f = \frac{b}{l^2} \sqrt{\frac{16E}{\rho}}
\]

According to this formula, the resonant frequency is proportional to \( 1/l^2 \); it increases dramatically as the device is scaled down. Since both \( K \) and \( m \) are proportional to the width of the beam \( (w) \), resonant frequency of the beam (inverse of its intrinsic delay) is independent of its width. Fig. 7 plots resonant frequency and intrinsic delay of suspended-gate devices with different beam lengths, where thickness \( (b) \) is assumed to be 5 or 10 nm.

Note that a fraction of the length of the beam, which resides between source and drain terminals, is the width of NEMS device considered in this work (Fig. 9), which will be discussed in the following subsection. It can be observed that for device lengths less than 40 nm, intrinsic delays can be as low as 10 ps. Although this value is higher than the intrinsic delay of the same-sized CMOS devices \( (\sim 1–2 \text{ ps}) \), it is possible for suspended-gate-based circuits to be employed in high-performance applications. The reason is that the total gate delay is equal to the sum of the intrinsic

![Figure 6 Electron micrograph of a series of silicon nanowire-based NEMS resonators fabricated in single-crystal silicon [29](Image 340x625 to 520x767)](https://www.ietdl.org)
delay and the delay associated with charging/discharging of the load capacitance. On the other hand, for logic gates that always drive a capacitive load (fan-out \(>0\)), the contribution of the load delay to the total delay is generally much higher than that of the intrinsic delay. Therefore although the intrinsic delay of NEMS-based gates is relatively high compared to that of CMOS gates, the overall delay of a hybrid circuit can end up being close (though higher) to that of CMOS circuits, as will also be shown by our simulations results.

For example, Fig. 8 exhibits the total delay of NEMS- and CMOS-based inverters for different values of fan-out, where intrinsic delay of each gate corresponds to its delay when fan-out = 0 (zero load delay). It can be observed that the difference between the intrinsic delay values (**\(\Delta d_1\)**) is much higher than the difference between total delays of the two gates when their fan-out is 5 (**\(\Delta d_2\)**).

### 2.2 Suspended-gate NEMS device

The first NEMFET device, in the form of a suspended-gate metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (SG-MOSFET), was proposed in [30] and then fabricated in [13]. An SEM micrograph of the fabricated SG-MOSFET device is shown in Fig. 9. In this device, the gate is physically suspended with four supporting arms (sides) over the channel area. To better understand the device operation, in Fig. 10, a cross-sectional view of the device in Fig. 9 is shown (along the broken lines in Fig. 9).

Figs. 10a and b illustrate the position of the suspended gate in both ON and OFF states according to cross-section #1 and cross-section #2 in Fig. 9. As shown in Fig. 10, in the absence of a gate bias, an air gap exists between the gate material and the gate dielectric layer. Hence, there is no conduction channel; however, when sufficient gate voltage is applied to the gate terminal, the suspended-gate bends over from its original straight position. As a result, the gate touches the underlying dielectric layer; attracting carriers of opposite charge and forming a conducting channel between source and drain in the underlying silicon substrate.

Since the operation of an SG-MOSFET involves both mechanical and electrical interactions, we discuss the device behaviour in ON and OFF states in more detail considering relation between mechanical and electrical components. In Fig. 11, the suspended gate is connected to...
an anchor through a spring; however, it should be noted that there is no physical anchor or spring in the device structure and those concepts are solely used to model and demonstrate the movable suspended gate (which is essentially a bendable beam).

When no bias voltage is applied to the device \( (V_G = 0) \), the suspended gate is separated from the gate dielectric layer by the air gap of size \( d \) and elastic force \( (F_E) \) of the suspended gate is in equilibrium with its weight \( (w) \), and there is no channel formed inside silicon (OFF state).

As we apply a small positive gate voltage, charge appears on both plates of the capacitor, \( C_G(x) \), which is composed of the suspended gate and a thin layer inside silicon. This creates an electrostatic force \( (F_C) \) between positive charges in the gate and negative ones in the silicon layer, which causes the suspended gate to move downward in the \( x \)-direction. Once the distance between the two plates of the capacitor decreases, \( C_G(x) \) increases and hence, more charge appears on its plates and causes the suspended gate to move further downward. It is possible to prove through mathematical analysis that this mechanical system is inherently unstable for \( V_G > V_{\text{pull-in}} \), where \( V_{\text{pull-in}} \) is called pull-in voltage (equivalent to the threshold voltage of CMOS transistors) \[13\]. This means that once the gate voltage is larger than \( V_{\text{pull-in}} \), the only stable solution for the system is when the gate collapses and the air gap vanishes. In other words, when \( V_G > V_{\text{pull-in}} \), sum of the electrostatic and the weight forces \( (w + F_E) \) becomes larger than the maximum elastic force that can be supported by elasticity \( (F_E) \) of the suspended gate and hence, the suspended gate is pulled all the way down until the air gap vanishes (ON state). On the other hand, when \( V_G < V_{\text{pull-in}} \), the system is not inherently unstable and can have stable solution, which corresponds to having an air gap smaller than the original air gap at \( V_G = 0 \), and the suspended gate settles in a position closer to the dielectric \( (d-x) \).

It should also be noted that the elastic force \( (F_E) \) exists whenever the gate (beam) is deflected. No matter whether the device is ON or OFF, as long as the beam is deformed, there must be an equal force in the opposite direction to compensate for it. Therefore after gate collapses, charges (and hence, voltage) are required to support the bent gate. It should be noted that if this was not the case, in the ON state, current of a same-sized NEMS and CMOS devices would be equal. (It is obvious from device simulations \[20\] that ON current is lower for NEMS devices.) Since in the ON state, a fraction of gate voltage is used up to keep the suspended gate bent, effective gate voltage that appears across the gate dielectric layer is less than the actual gate voltage. Hence, ON current of an SG-FET is lower than that of CMOS devices for a given \( V_G \). The voltage difference necessary for deforming the suspended gate is modelled as a voltage-controlled voltage source in Section 2.5.

### 2.3 Low leakage characteristics of NEMS

Unlike leakage current across source and drain terminals in solid-state devices, the OFF-state leakage current in a NEMS device is determined only by the Brownian motion displacement current and vacuum tunnelling currents \[16, 17\]. The reason is that in OFF state, the gate terminal has no control over the channel area because of the existence of an air gap (as will be discussed in the following section) and hence, it is as if the source and drain terminals are separated by a piece of lightly doped semiconductor. Since conductivity of lightly doped Si is extremely low, leakage current in the OFF state is limited only to the Brownian motion displacement current (Fig. 5\(d\)). Note that this is not the case for CMOS devices where even in the sub-threshold region of operation, the gate terminal retains weak control over the channel. Moreover, during the OFF state, there is no physical contact between gate terminal and the dielectric layer below it, which confines the gate leakage to only vacuum tunnelling currents.

### 2.4 CNT-based NEMS

An alternative approach for fabricating NEMS switches is CNT-based cantilever NEMFET as shown in Fig. 12 \[31\]. The electro-mechanical principle of operation is similar; however, instead of a moveable gate, the conducting channel between the source and drain is made moveable. In this structure, source terminal is connected to a conductive bendable cantilever (or a CNT), which is...
suspended over the gate terminal. In the OFF state, as shown in Fig. 12a, there is no connection between the drain and source terminals. However, if sufficient voltage is applied between the gate and source, the cantilever can deform and make a connection between the source and drain terminals (Fig. 12b).

An SEM picture of a fabricated CNT-based relay is shown in Fig. 13 [32]. It should be noted that integration of CNT-based electromechanical devices in standard CMOS fabrication could be more challenging than incorporation of the SG-FET devices in the CMOS process. Recently, we have presented a detailed study of the scaling analysis of CNT-NEMS devices, highlighting the manufacturability issues of CNT-based NEMS structures [33].

2.5 Modelling of SG-FET devices

Accurate modelling of NEMS devices is essential for performance comparison as well as co-design with existing CMOS technology. Precise modelling of NEMS devices is particularly complicated because of the interaction between electrical and mechanical components. However, using duality between electrical and mechanical systems, an entirely electrical SPICE model has been proposed in [34] for NEMS devices. These two kinds of systems are dual because of the similarity of the differential equations that govern electrical and mechanical systems as shown in Fig. 14a. Considering these equations, for each variable in the mechanical system, a dual variable can be identified in the electrical system. For example, the last row in this figure shows that force ($f$), mass ($m$) and velocity ($v$) are related by Newton's second law of motion $f = m \frac{dv}{dt}$ and voltage ($V$), current ($I$) and inductance ($L$) are related by $V = L \frac{dI}{dt}$. Hence, it can be argued that force, mass and velocity are dual variables of voltage, inductance and current, respectively. Dual variables are also shown in Fig. 14b.

In this model, each mechanical variable (shown in Fig. 15a) is replaced with its electrical equivalent, which leads to the SPICE model presented in Fig. 15b. The damping factor ($c$) of the suspended gate is modelled with a resistance ($R$) and mass of the moveable gate ($m$) is replaced with an inductance ($L$). Additionally, different forces ($f$), which pull the suspended gate towards the substrate, are modelled with a voltage-controlled voltage source ($f(V_d)$). Since $f(V_d)$ is a complicated function of several parameters, a polynomial approximation is used through curve fitting [34].

As mentioned earlier, the switching delay of NEMS devices consists of two parts: intrinsic and load delay. The intrinsic delay is mainly associated with the mechanical delay of the device (time required for the NEMS device to become deformed and touch the underlying dielectric layer). Load delay is the delay corresponding to the time required for charging/discharging of the load capacitances. Both intrinsic and load delays are included in Fig. 15. Intrinsic (mechanical) delay is accounted for by including two components: $R$ (which resembles mechanical damping of the beam) and $L$ (which models the mass of the beam). Therefore propagation delay of signal from the node $V_g$ through $R$ and $L$ elements is equivalent to considering mechanical delay of the NEMS device. The load delay is also considered by including a traditional CMOS device in the model (Table 1).

The power consumption because of mechanical movement of the beam is also taken into account in this model. Electrical power consumption by the two components ($R$ and $L$) resembles equivalent power consumption in the
Table 1 Model parameters of Fig. 15 used in this work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>12 fH</td>
<td>mass of the beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>250 kΩ</td>
<td>damping factor of the beam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f(V_g) )</td>
<td>0.4( V_g^2 )</td>
<td>fitting parameter of the model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The \( f(V_g) \) is obtained during model calibration with a similar approach as in [34]; \( L \) and \( R \) values are calculated based on formulas presented in [35].

mechanical system because of physical movement of the movable gate. However, it should also be noted that power consumption because of mechanical movement of the beam is negligible. The reason is that the mass of the beam is very small in nano-scaled devices and hence, as shown in [20], mechanical power consumption can be as low as only 6% of the total power consumption.

According to this model, ON current of the NEMS device is lower than that of an identically sized CMOS device because actual gate voltage for the NEMS transistor is smaller than \( V_g \) due to the voltage drop caused by \( f(V_g) \) (Fig. 15b). This electrical model is then calibrated with reported data from nano-scaled SG-MOSFET device simulations [27]. Reported values in [27] are for SG-MOSFET devices with effective channel length of 45 nm, which is comparable to that of a CMOS device fabricated in 90 nm technology node. It should be noted that although the device in [27] is a depleted mode (normally OFF) suspended-gate SOI device, its operation is exactly similar to the enhancement mode (normally ON) SG-MOSFET devices employed in this work. Therefore the only difference between the two devices is that the device from [27] is ON when a low voltage is applied to its gate. This makes no difference in the overall functionality if one uses the inverted version of signals for the depleted mode NEMS devices. For example, if a CMOS device is connected to signal ‘\( A\)’, its NEMS counterpart must be connected to the inverse of ‘\( A\)’, and the operation of the circuit will be accurate.

The \( I_{ON} \) and \( I_{OFF} \) values, which were used for the calibration of the NEMS model, along with \( I_{ON} \) and \( I_{OFF} \) parameters of 90 nm CMOS devices are summarised in Table 2. The calibration procedure is simple because there is only one fitting parameter, which is \( f(V_g) \), in the model. That is because for each gate voltage value, its corresponding current value is known from the simulated \( I-V \) curve [27] and also, \( R \) and \( L \) parameters can be calculated as they are only function of the physical properties of the suspended-gate device. To calibrate the model, for each point on the \( I-V \) curve (say \( (I_1, V_g) \)), that particular gate voltage \( (V_g) \) should be applied to the node \( V_g \) of the model (as shown in Fig. 15b) and then, \( f(V_g) \) must be altered until the drain-to-source current of the model circuit matches the current of the simulated device \( (I_1) \). In all simulations reported in the following sections, the 90 nm BSIM [28] models were used for the CMOS devices and the HSPICE model of Fig. 15b was used for the same-sized NEMS transistors.

It should be noted that \( I-V \) characteristics of the suspended-gate device inherently exhibit hysteresis. It means that its \( I-V \) curve is path dependent and as a result, gate voltage \( (V_g) \), which makes the suspended-gate device switch from OFF to ON state \( (V_{pull-in}) \), is not equal to the voltage level required for toggling it from ON to OFF \( (V_{pull-out}) \). The model presented in Fig. 15 does not account for such a path dependency of \( I-V \) characteristics. Note that using this model does not affect the operation of the circuits proposed in this work. However, it is possible to use this property of NEMS devices in the design of novel circuit structures such as Schmitt Triggers.

### 3 Fabrication feasibility of hybrid NEMS–CMOS circuits

A simplified fabrication process depicted in Fig. 16 is proposed to fabricate the necessary components of the NEMS switch along with CMOS transistors. In this figure, we combined fabrication steps of SG-MOSFET devices as reported in [13] with processing steps of the standard CMOS technology. The first step is to define polysilicon gates of CMOS devices (Fig. 16a). The next step, as shown in Fig. 16d, is self-aligned definition of
source and drain area for CMOS devices. It should be noted that since NEMFET employs a suspended gate, its active area cannot be fabricated in a self-aligned fashion. Therefore in the third step (Fig. 16c), source and drain regions must be implanted for the NEMS devices. Then the thick-field oxide layer can be grown (Fig. 16d).

The next step is deposition of a sacrificial layer, which in the following steps will be removed for the gate release. Cured polyimide can serve as a sacrificial layer to form the gap between the gate oxide and the suspended gate (Fig. 16e). Polyimide can be patterned through a photolithography process or by dry oxygen etching and the polysilicon uses an SF6 plasma etching. Both options require a two-step chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) to flatten the device. It is important to note that the modelling study presented in [27] showed the need to form gaps of a few nanometres to optimise the pull-in voltage values. Hence, dry etching might be a more suitable alternative for obtaining nm-order gaps. High-quality poly-Si, the most commonly used material for surface micromachined MEMS compatible with CMOS technology, cannot be used for the sacrificial layer, since it requires high-temperature annealing for stress reduction and dopant activation [21].

Thus, after patterning any of these sacrificial materials, a layer of AlSi can be sputtered to build the mechanical component (the bendable beam that will operate as the gate terminal) and then patterned with chlorine plasma etch (Fig. 16f). Finally, the suspended gate can be released with an isotropic dry oxygen plasma (for polyimide) or SF6 plasma (for polysilicon) (Fig. 16g).

4 Application of hybrid NEMS–CMOS as dynamic OR gates

Owing to near-zero-leakage characteristics of NEMFETs, these devices are ideal for low-power applications. However, since NEMFET devices have relatively low ON current characteristics compared to their CMOS counterparts, it is more desirable to build hybrid NEMS–CMOS circuits to combine good characteristics of each type of devices [20]. Therefore implementation of hybrid NEMS–CMOS circuits is explored in this section. First, we discuss limitations of pure CMOS dynamic OR gates. The next sub-section includes details of our proposed dynamic OR gate, which is then followed by HSPICE simulation results.

4.1 Limitations of pure CMOS dynamic OR gates

Dynamic implementation of wide fan-in OR gates offers low latency, because it does not require a p-type metal-oxide-semiconductor (PMOS) transistor stack unlike their static CMOS counterparts. However, the major disadvantage of dynamic gates is their low noise margin, which is conventionally improved by employing a PMOS keeper (Fig. 17a). But, under increasing process variation and higher leakage levels, keeper size must be increased to meet the noise margin criterion, which on the other hand, degrades performance of dynamic gates.

The trade-off between noise margin and performance is shown graphically in Fig. 18 for an eight-input dynamic OR gate, where Y- and X-axis represent normalised worst-case delay and noise margin in volts, respectively. Three curves show different levels of process variation measured in terms of standard deviation of threshold voltage ($\sigma_{Vth}$) as percentage of its nominal value ($\mu_{Vth}$) [36].

4.2 Hybrid NEMS–CMOS dynamic OR gates

To combine low leakage characteristics of NEMFET devices and high ON current of MOSFET devices, a novel dynamic gate architecture is presented as shown in (Fig. 17b). In this architecture, NEMFETs are placed in series below the standard NMOS devices in the pull-down network. Since NEMS devices are known to have much lower sub-threshold leakage than their CMOS counterparts, this will tremendously reduce leakage current of the pull-down network. As a result, the size of the keeper can be made to be minimal. Since contention between keeper circuit and pull-down network causes increased delay and power consumption, considerable improvement is expected because of minimisation of keeper circuit. On the other hand, because of low ON current of NEMS devices, pull-down
network of this architecture poses higher ON resistance compared to the conventional all-CMOS pull-down circuits. Hence, performance of the proposed gate is comparable to that of an equal-sized conventional dynamic gate.

A major advantage of the proposed circuit is its superior low-power operation. Switching power consumption of the new gate is much lower than conventional dynamic gates because of minimal contention between keeper and pull-down network. Moreover, leakage power consumption of the new gate is much smaller because of almost zero-leakage characteristics of NEMS switches.

4.3 Simulation results

Proposed dynamic OR circuit was simulated using HSPICE to investigate its potential advantages over pure CMOS counterpart. In Fig. 19, simulation results for two eight-input dynamic OR gates, one realised using only CMOS devices (Fig. 17a) and the other with hybrid NEMS–CMOS architecture (Fig. 17b), are shown. Switching power and the worst-case delay of two gates are plotted on the two vertical Y-axes for different fan-out values (plotted on X-axis). It can be observed that hybrid NEMS–CMOS gate shows 10 and 20% higher delay when gate is loaded with fan-out of 1 and 5, respectively. However, hybrid NEMS–CMOS gate consumes up to 60–80% less switching power compared to CMOS gate at the same fan-out level.

In Fig. 20, simulation results are shown for the two dynamic OR gates discussed above with different number of inputs (fan-in). Similar to the previous figure, switching power consumption and delay of gates are plotted on the vertical axes, whereas X-axis shows fan-in of the gates. For small gates (four- and eight-input) CMOS circuits exhibit lower delay; however, switching power consumption of the proposed hybrid gate is much lower than that of the conventional dynamic gate. It is interesting to note that as we move towards larger fan-in (12- and 16-input), the hybrid gate outperforms its CMOS counterpart both in terms of delay and switching power consumption.

It should be noted that although intrinsic delay of a mechanical-based device is several times higher than that of CMOS devices (as stated in Section 2.1), the delay difference between hybrid and CMOS dynamic gates in Figs. 19 and 20 is not that high. The reason is that for large dynamic gates, the contribution of intrinsic delay to total delay compared to that of load delay is negligible. Therefore it is possible for hybrid gate to have a comparable delay. Moreover, one must notice that hybrid NEMS circuit is able to compensate for its higher intrinsic delay and lower ON current, because it reduces the amount of contention between the keeper and pull-down circuit (in case of the dynamic gate). Therefore the reason that hybrid circuit results in lower delay is not because the device itself is faster than CMOS counterparts, but due of the fact that it is easier for hybrid circuit to pull down the dynamic node.

To capture contributions of delay and power consumption on overall performance of these two types of gates, power–delay product metric was calculated. In order to incorporate the impact of both idle-state leakage and switching power consumption, the total power consumption of the circuits was evaluated using (4). Here, $\alpha$ denotes the activity factor of the dynamic circuits, $P_L$ denotes leakage power of each gate, $P_S$ is the switching power consumption and $D$ is the worst-case delay of each gate

$$P.D. = ((1-\alpha)P_L + \alpha P_S)D$$

In Fig. 21, the power–delay product metric is plotted for the two dynamic gates with two different output load values of $G_L = 1$ and $3$, which denote fan-outs of 1 and 3, respectively. In this figure, activity factor ($\alpha$) is varied from 0 to 1, which is plotted on the X-axis. As can be easily observed, the proposed hybrid architecture strongly surpasses the CMOS gate in terms of power–delay product in both cases.

Figure 19 Normalised switching power consumption and the worst-case delay of two eight-input hybrid NEMS–CMOS and CMOS dynamic OR gates for different fan-out levels

Switching power and delay values are normalised with respect to the power of the hybrid gate and delay of the CMOS gate with fan-out of one, respectively

Figure 20 Normalised switching power consumption and the worst-case delay of hybrid NEMS–CMOS and CMOS dynamic OR gate for different fan-in levels

Fan-out is kept constant at 3. Switching power and delay values are normalised with respect to the power and delay value of the hybrid gate with fan-in of 4.
5 Application of hybrid NEMS–CMOS in SRAM cell design

SRAM cell design is known to be one of the most challenging tasks of low-power designers [3]. In this section, we introduce a novel SRAM architecture based on the proposed NEMS–CMOS technology. Also, we compare the proposed SRAM cell against various existing low-power SRAM cells and the conventional SRAM circuit.

5.1 Leakage issue in pure CMOS SRAM cells

Performance of modern microprocessors is strongly dependent on the size of their on-chip cache memories. The cache memories are composed of arrays of SRAM cells (Fig. 22a). As technology scales down, more and more SRAM cells can be integrated in the same area. However, because of the increased leakage current of transistors, the relative fraction of leakage power consumption (as compared to the fraction of switching power) is increasing. Moreover, the probability of read failures (toggling of stored value during read operation) and read latency (delay between accessing the cell and sensing the voltage change on bit lines) also degrades with scaling.

Read stability degrades because current of the access transistor AR (in saturation region) increases at a higher pace than the current of the pull-down transistor NR (in linear region) as shown in Fig. 22a. Also, the higher leakage current of access transistors (in other cells that are connected to the bit line bar (BLB)) makes it tougher for the access transistors to create the necessary voltage difference for sense amplifiers. Therefore read access delay is also adversely affected by leakage. Hence, using low-leakage devices can potentially lead to better performance and stability as well as lower power consumption [2].

5.2 Low-leakage CMOS SRAM cells

Low-leakage SRAM cell architectures must be able to reduce the leakage power consumption; however, they also must have minimal impact on the read and write latency of cache memory. Recently, a dual-$V_T$ SRAM cell has been proposed in [37], where both high-$V_T$ and low-$V_T$ transistors were employed to reduce leakage current at the cost of lower cell stability and performance (Fig. 22b). Also, an asymmetrical SRAM cell architecture has been proposed using dual-threshold voltage technology [38] (Fig. 22c). It is argued that since data stored in cache are more likely to be zeros than ones, high-$V_T$ devices can be used to reduce the leakage in zero storing state and low-$V_T$ transistors can be used for the one state.

It should be noted that all existing low-power SRAM cells achieve low-leakage characteristics with some noise margin and latency cost. In the following sub-section, we propose employing hybrid NEMS–CMOS structures and show that although the stability and performance loss in our proposed architecture are comparable to those of other approaches, superior low-leakage characteristics can be achieved with hybrid cells (Fig. 22d).

5.3 Hybrid NEMS–CMOS SRAM cells

In this section, a hybrid NEMS–CMOS SRAM cell is proposed as shown in Fig. 22d. Compared to the conventional cell, NMOS pull-down transistors (NR and NL) along with the PMOS pull-up devices (PL and PR) are replaced with their NEMS counterparts. Since NEMS devices have very low OFF current, NEMS transistors draw minimal leakage current from power supplies;
however, low ON current of NEMS devices degrades the
stability of the cell against read failure errors. It should be
noted that replacing access transistors (AR and AL) with
NEMS devices is not a good idea because of their huge
impact on latency.

Another alternative to the proposed architecture is to only
replace the PMOS pull-up transistors (PL and PR in
Fig. 22a) with NEMS devices. Since PMOS devices are
OFF during the read operation, low ON current of PMOS
NEMS devices does not affect the read latency. However,
in this case, leakage power saving is not as much as that of
the proposed version because of the leaky NMOS devices.
Different trade-offs of employing hybrid NEMS–CMOS
in SRAM cells are discussed in the following sub-section.

5.4 Simulations and comparisons

Different SRAM cell structures of Fig. 22 are simulated
using HSPICE. As in the previous section, for NEMS
devices, $I-V$ characteristics were taken from [27]. Three
major metrics are used for comparison: (a) static noise
margin (SNM), (b) read latency and (c) standby leakage
power consumption of SRAM cells. Four different SRAM
cell architectures of Fig. 22 are examined. In the simulation
results, we call architectures of Figs. 22a, b, c and d as
‘Conv.’, ‘Dual $V_t$’, ‘Asym.’ and ‘Hybrid’, respectively. In
Fig. 23, butterfly curves are shown for different SRAM
cells and measured values for SNM are reported. It can be
observed that the proposed hybrid architecture exhibits 14% lower noise margin as compared to that of the conventional
cell; however, its noise margin is slightly higher than those
of the other two low-leakage SRAM cell architectures.

In Fig. 24, the read latency and standby leakage current of
various SRAM cells are compared. It should be noted that
the read latency and leakage values are normalised to those
values of the conventional SRAM cell for ease of
comparison. Also, since the asymmetric cell shows different
read latencies for zero and one values, an average value is
used in this graph. As can be observed, all three low-
leakage SRAM cells have higher latency compared to the
conventional design. The proposed hybrid design has 23% higher read latency. However, it is possible to further
reduce the latency of the hybrid cell via proper transistor and circuit optimisation. Finally, from a leakage
perspective, the hybrid SRAM cell outperforms all other
circuits and has almost 8x lower leakage power consumption compared to the conventional SRAM cell.

6 Application of NEMS devices as
sleep transistors

Low-leakage characteristics of NEMS devices can also be
exploited in designing more efficient sleep transistors. Sleep
transistors refer to switches that are placed between the
power supply and the circuit to reduce leakage current [39]
(Fig. 25). During the normal operation, the sleep transistor
is turned ON to connect the circuit to power supply and it
is turned OFF to reduce leakage current during the idle
periods when circuit is not active. There are two different
types of sleep transistors: header-type (Fig. 25a), which is
composed of a PMOS device and is placed between the
actual $V_{dd}$ and the circuit and a footer-type (Fig. 25b),
where an NMOS device is placed between the actual
ground and the circuit. Sleep transistors can also be
categorised as fine- and coarse-grain types. In the case of

![Figure 23](image1) **Figure 23** SRAM butterfly curves used for measuring SNM values for different SRAM cell architectures of Fig. 22

![Figure 24](image2) **Figure 24** Comparison between conventional, existing low-leakage and proposed SRAM cell architectures

![Figure 25](image3) **Figure 25** Different types of sleep transistors

- a Header-type
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- d Coarse-grain
fine-grain sleep transistor (Fig. 25c), each digital gate is separated from the power supply independently by one sleep device; however, in the coarse-grain implementation (Fig. 25d), one sleep transistor is responsible for separation of a block of digital gates.

Since NEMS devices demonstrate ultra-low leakage characteristics, they are an ideal choice as sleep transistors. There are three important features of each sleep transistor [39]. First, it must have low sub-threshold leakage current; second, it must have low ON state resistance so that the voltage difference between virtual and actual power supply node (Fig. 25) remains minimal. Third, its area should be preferably small compared to the rest of the circuit. A comparison between ON-state resistance and OFF-state leakage of NEMS- and CMOS-based sleep transistors for different device areas is shown in Fig. 26. It can be observed that NEMS-based sleep device outperforms CMOS-based sleep transistor in terms of OFF-state leakage current. However, it can also be noticed that NEMS devices exhibit higher ON resistance for equal area size, because of lower drain current of NEMS devices. It can be observed from Fig. 26 that for larger sleep transistors, the difference between the ON resistance of NEMS and CMOS sleep transistors become minimal. Hence, the NEMS sleep transistors can be sized-up to offer up to three orders of magnitude lower OFF current with negligible performance degradation compared to that of their CMOS counterparts.

7 Conclusions

The hybrid NEMS–CMOS technology is proposed as an alternative to the current CMOS technology, which is troubled by ever-increasing leakage power consumption. The hybrid NEMS–CMOS technology integrates NEMS with CMOS devices to combine near-zero leakage characteristics of NEMS switches with high ON current of CMOS transistors and simultaneously offers ultra-low-power and high-performance operation. This technology can have interesting implications for mobile applications where low-leakage power consumption and energy efficiency are extremely critical. To illustrate the feasibility of the hybrid NEMS–CMOS technology, a simplified process flow has been outlined that shows different steps for fabrication of a NEMS device along with a CMOS transistor. Various low-power applications of the proposed hybrid technology have been explored through judicious design of hybrid NEMS–CMOS dynamic OR gates and SRAM cells at the 90 nm node. Simulation results indicate that such dynamic gates can achieve 60–80% lower switching power consumption and almost zero-leakage power consumption with minor delay penalty. Most importantly, the hybrid gate outperforms its CMOS counterpart both in terms of delay and switching power consumption with increase in fan-in beyond 12. Additionally, it is shown that a hybrid SRAM cell can achieve nearly 8× lower standby leakage power consumption with only minor noise margin and latency cost, which can be further reduced with adequate device/circuit optimisation. Finally, as sleep transistors, NEMS devices offer up to three orders of magnitude lower OFF current with negligible performance degradation compared to their CMOS counterparts.
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